
 

20-NR02 Course description 

Name of the course 
Hydrocarbon reservoir development methods (4 ECTS) 
- teachers: Vulin, D.; Kurevija T. 

Goals of the course 

- Define the optimum well pattern to achieve maximum macroscopic oil 
displacement coefficient based on known of rock and fluid properties 
- Define the optimal number of production wells according to economic criteria 
and adjust the dynamics of hydrocarbon production based on the present regime 
of oil recovery 
- Compare and recommend the appropriate method for increasing the 
hydrocarbon recovery 
- Predict the recovery from gas-condensate reservoirs 
- Detect opportunities and define the criteria for storing natural gas and carbon 
dioxide in different geological structures, aquifers and depleted oil and gas fields 
- Show technological and physical differences in approach to the development of 
conventional and unconventional deposits 

Expected learning outcomes 
(levels 8.2) 

- Design a network of production and injection wells for hydrocarbon 
reservoirs, taking into account the properties of reservoir rocks and fluids and 
recovery increase. (1 ECTS) - prof. D.Vulin 

- Develop the concept of underground storage of natural gas or carbon dioxide 
based on the static and dynamic parameters of the formation or parameters 
from a mature hydrocarbon reservoir and technical-technological criteria. (1 
ECTS) - prof. D.Vulin 

- Perform case analysis by comparing analytical and simulation results and to 
exclude methods that provide less reliable prediction of hydrocarbon 
production (1 ECTS) - prof. D.Vulin 

- Build a compositional simulation model for fluid injection analysis for 
Enhanced Oil Recovery (EOR) (1 ECTS) - prof. D.Vulin 

- Perform statistical analysis and the assessment of the feasibility of a particular 
simulation case (1 ECTS) - prof. D.Vulin 

- Select candidate wells for hydraulic fracture according to reservoir and 
production data (1 ECTS) - prof. D.Vulin 

- Propose and design secondary recovery method to maintain the reservoir 
pressure, based on the dominant primary regime; the regime of dissolved gas, 
gas caps and / or waterdrive regime. (1 ECTS) – prof. T.Kurevija 

- Analyze production decline curves and predict the cumulative recovery and 
recovery rates. (1 ECTS) – prof. T.Kurevija 

- Connect the variation of gas consumption with dynamics of gas removal from 
natural gas underground storage balance the dynamics of consumption and 
supply of gas (1 ECTS) – prof. T.Kurevija 

- Generalize the production predictions by analytical and simulation methods 
to estimate the feasibility an particular method (1 ECTS) – prof. T.Kurevija 

Course content 

Selection of well spacing and well pattern according to fluid and reservoir 
properties and type of oil and gas recovery regime. Optimum well spacing for oil 
reservoirs with water drive (aquifer) and gas cap regime. Optimum number of 
wells in oil fields with dissolved gas regime according to economic criteria and 
adaptation of the dynamics of hydrocarbon production according to the 
established regime in the reservoir. Analysis of Enhanced Recovery possibilities 
(methods) based on detected critical parameters that affect each enhanced 
recovery method. Design and analysis for application of enhanced (improved) oil 
recovery methods. Pressure decline data analysis. 
Possibilities for natural gas storage into: depleted gas and oil reservoirs, aquifers, 
salt caverns and increased capacity of pipeline network. Selection criteria and 
design of the underground storage of carbon dioxide. Performance verification of 
underground gas storage facilities. 
By conventional, i.e. primary and secondary methods, only part of the total 
hydrocarbon reserves is recovered. The main obstacles to greater recovery are the 



increase in fluid viscosity, water intakes from the aquifer or fluid and rock 
properties, such as unfavorable fluid mobility. To achieve economically feasible 
additional recovery from the reservoir of unfavorable properties, knowledge 
about enhanced hydrocarbon recovery is required. 
Regarding the above-mentioned features, the following topics will be covered: 
thermal processes (steam injecting, cyclic steam injection, increased thermal 
mobility of petroleum), chemical methods (polymer-flood, emulsions, surface 
active agents or fluids with high coefficient of sorption), gas injection methods 
under mixing conditions (hydrocarbon gases and carbon dioxide above minimum 
miscibility pressure, nitrogen injection). 
Economic risk assessment of the application of each of the tertiary methods based 
on the overview of the EOR screening. 
Estimates of time-spatial fluid saturation changes, i.e. the mobility ratio and the 
chemical composition of the fluids (phases). 
Comparison of stochastic methods and analytical correlations of properties, 
statistical distribution of reservoir data, numerical methods of estimation of 
reservoir properties. 
Technological and physical differences in approach to the development of 
unconventional deposits, compositional simulation of a reservoir, fractured 
reservoir simulation and a double porosity / double permeability simulation. 

Forms of teaching (and the 
allocation of ECTS) 

Teaching will be conducted through lectures/consultations and auditory and 
practical exercises. Practical exercises include independent work on the computer 
using specialized simulation software (Schlumberger Petrel RE, Schlumberger 
Eclipse, PetEx MBal and Prosper, available at workstations at the faculty). 
Teaching materials and activities will be on the Merlin e-Learning system. As part 
of the auditory exercises, students will independently solve tasks on a given topic, 
review and collect professional and scientific literature. 
 
* Lectures = 3 ECTS 
* Exercises and practical exercises on the computer = 4 ECTS 
* Seminar: Consultation, research and study of professional and scientific literature, 
data collection and processing, preparation and independent writing of scientific 
work = 3 ECTS 

Evaluation procedures of the 
PhD candidates 

Students are obligated to prepare a seminar paper and present it to colleagues (PhD 
students) and teachers. Seminar work must be in the form of a scientific paper that 
is suggested to be published in a scientific journal. The verbal exam will help to 
determine the final grade. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


